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TRANSITIONING FROM CHILDREN’S MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES TO 
ADULT MENTAL HEALTH SERVICES 

 
 

 

 

 

Under Social Security and Medicaid rules, there are different criteria 
for diagnosing children's mental disorders and adult mental 
disorders.

•Many children's diagnosis do not qualify under adult criteria. 

It is important to begin the process of transition from the children's 
mental health system to the adult system at age 17.

• If you already have a mental health provider, contact your clinician and 
set up an appointment for an adult assessment.

•If you do not have a 
mental health provider 
contact your community 
mental health center.

Go to the mental health 
center and fill out an 
application for services.

•You may be placed on a 
waiting list, so it is 
important that you don't 
delay applying.

The mental health center 
will contact you for an 
intake. •If you are placed on a 

waiting list it is important 
that you keep them 
updated with any 
changes in address or 
phone.

•You will not be charged 
for an assessment.

Obtain a diagnosis of a 
"Severe Disabling Mental 
Illness"

For More Information Contact: 
Christine Zadra, Children’s Mental Health Bureau: 406‐454‐6088 
Jane Wilson, Adult Mental Health Services Bureau: 406‐454‐6078 



What is Age 18 Redetermination? 
 

The adult definition of disability for SSI is different than that for children.  Individuals 
who are found eligible for SSI under the childhood disability definition are required 
to go through a full disability “redetermination” after reaching the age of 18.  The 
SSA calls this process the “age 18 redetermination.” 

 

Requirements for Age 18 Redetermination 
 

Under current law, individuals who are 18 years of age who receive SSI benefits 
must have their eligibility reviewed as if they were applying for adult SSI for the first 
time, without consideration of previous disability determinations.  In other words, the 
person can be determined ineligible for benefits at the age of 18 although there has 
been no change in medical condition or ability to function since being found eligible 
for childhood SSI benefits. 

 

Impact of Age 18 Redetermination 
 

The SSA process for redetermination at age 18 includes both the gathering of 
information on the young adult and determination of eligibility under the adult criteria 
for SSI.  The general process is as follows: 
  

The local Social Security Field Office sends written notification to the 
individual and parents that the case will be redetermined.  However, if this 
paperwork is not received by the student, contact the local Social Security 
office to request the redetermination in order to avoid a possible overpayment 
situation. 

 

The benefit recipient and their family, guardian, or representative goes to the 
field office to complete an initial eligibility interview. 

 

All the information gathered at the interview is forwarded to the state 
Disability Determination Services, who will review medical and non-medical 
information to determine if the individual is or is not disabled under the law.  
DDS follows a detailed process to determine if the youth's impairment is 
disabling by the SSA's criteria.   

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME 
AND AGE 18 REDETERMINATION 



Based on a combination of these factors, the DDS determines if the young adult 
will continue to be eligible for SSI benefits.  If a determination for SSI eligibility is 
made, the individual continues to receive benefits in the adult SSI program.  If the 
determination is made for denial of eligibility, the individual has the opportunity to 
file a formal appeal of the determination. 
 
Disability benefit payments may continue even though the student is not found to 
meet the adult definition of disability if eligibility can be established for “section 301” 
status.  Payment of benefits under section 301 requires that the beneficiary be 
actively participating in an approved vocational rehabilitation program or be 
receiving special education services under an IEP prior to the adverse disability 
determination.  For transition age youth under age 22, SSA assumes that 
continued participation in an educational program under an IEP is likely to result in 
permanent removal from the disability rolls. 

SUPPLEMENTAL SECURITY INCOME AND  
AGE 18 REDETERMINATION (continued) 

Funding for this program is provided through the Social Security Administration. 
Grant # 14-W-50080-8-01 



Mental Health Providers 
Center for Mental Health   761-2100 
AWARE    771-8182 or 1-800-432-6145 
City County Health Department  454-6940 
 
Substance Abuse Providers 
Gateway Recovery Center   727-2512  
 
Housing  
Housing Authority    453-4311  
Opportunities Inc    841-2820  
 Emergency Services   761-0310 
Office of Public Assistance   454-5640 
Social Security Administration  1-800-289-5034  
 
Employment Resources  
Job Corps      727-5395 
Job Service     791-5800  
Skils’kin     509- 326-6760  
SKILS'KIN is a not-for-profit, 501(c)(3) serving individuals with 
disabilities in the Inland Northwest; Great Falls, MT; and Cheyenne, 
WY. The organization currently has two major roles: 
They serve as an employer who hires people with significant 
disabilities through the Ability One program and commercial contracts. 
They offer services including (a) employment support allowing people 
with disabilities to obtain and sustain a job, (b) community living 
services allowing individuals to live in their own homes with 
assistance to increase their independence, and (c) representative 
payee services to assist those who need help with their finances to 
budget and pay their bills. 
 
Rural Employment Opportunities  761-1371 
REO is a non-profit organization helping workers and their families 
throughout Montana. Most of our participants live in rural communities 
throughout the state and have struggled to find good paying, stable 
jobs. Our goal is to help our participants get the education and training 
they need to obtain better quality jobs that will benefit them and their 
families. Each year we help about 100 participants achieve their 
employment and educational dreams.  
 
Vocational Rehabilitation 
Services: Evaluation Services, Career Counseling and Guidance,  

Medical or Psychological Services(These services may be available 
on a limited basis should you need them to get and keep a job), 
Training (Vocational Rehabilitation may coordinate and help fund such 
services as on-the-job training, job coaching, business/trade school, 
college or other vocational programs if you need them to qualify for 
employment), Job Development and Placement Services, 
Rehabilitation Technology (adaptive aids or equipment necessary to 
help you get or keep a job), Post Employment Services (Once you are 
employed, support services related to your disability may be provided 
to help you keep your job), and Referrals.  
 
Peer Crisis Support    727-0425 
Peer specialists use their personal experience to mentor others 
through a mental health crisis.   New in 2007, this program served as 
a demonstration project for the state. This pioneering group called 
themselves "The Corps of Recovery."  Peers are specially trained to 
help people one-on-one and also in groups such as WRAP classes.  
Need peer support?  Call their Warmline 406.727.0425.  
 
North Central Independent Living Services 452-9834 
NCILS promotes consumer control, peer support, self-help, self-
determination, equal access, and individual and systems advocacy in 
order to maximize the leadership, empowerment, independence, and 
productivity of individuals with disabilities. Services include: 
information and referral independent living skills training, advocacy 
and service coordination, work incentives planning and self-directed 
personal care attendants.   
 
Easter Seals –Goodwill   268-9100  
Easter Seals-Goodwill provides a variety of services for adults with 
developmental disabilities, the elderly and adults with medical or 
physical disabilities. Adult Day Services-Social and recreational 
program in Great Falls, MT for elderly and adults with medical or 
physical disabilities who are unable to stay home alone safely 
Career Designs- Comprehensive services for adults with 
developmental disabilities in Great Falls, MT that provide training in 
developing work-related skills and safety habits, as well as building 
community living skills and offering academic and personal 
growth opportunities, Community Access Day program for adults with 
severe developmental disabilities, Supported Living Program that 
provides training and support for individuals living in their own 
apartments and family homes in the Great Falls, MT community 



 

START! 
What will the day after 
graduation look like?  What are 
the student’s post-school goals 
and dreams?  It’s never too 
early to think about the future!

Start transition planning at 
age 14-15.  What classes, 
services, and related 
activities does the student 
need to reach her or his 
dreams and goals? 

Refer youth for an adult 
mental health assessment 
age 17. 
Center for Mental Health  
1-888-718-2100 

Refer student to other 
agencies and potential 
funding sources (age 
and eligibility 
requirements vary). 

Refer student to 
State Vocational 
Rehabilitation 
(VR) in the spring 
before her or his 
“exit” year:   
454-6060 
  

After State VR 
has determined 
eligibility for 
services, 
vocational and 
community-
based 
assessments 
are available.

Use collaborative 
planning among family, 
school, and agencies 
for school- and 
community-based work 
experience. 

What will the day 
after graduation look 

like? 
 
Goals:  Long-term, 
customized, paid 
employment prior to 
graduation; supports 
in place so student 
can be successful.

NOTE:  Students residing outside 
Cascade County may be referred to 
different numbers than those 

Other Agencies 
AWARE    771-8182 or 1-800-432-6145 
Center for Mental Health   761-2100 
City County Health Department  454-6940 
Easter Seals –Goodwill    268-9100   
Gateway Recovery Center   727-2512 
Housing Authority    453-4311  
Job Corps      727-5395 
Job Service     791-5800  
North Central Independent Living Services 452-9834 
Opportunities Inc    841-2820  
Opp Inc. Emergency Services   761-0310 
Office of Public Assistance   454-5640 
Parents Lets Unite for Kids (PLUK)  1-800-222-7585 
Peer Crisis Support    727-0425 
Rural Employment Opportunities  761-1371 
Social Security Administration   1-800-289-5034 
Skils’kin     509- 326-6760  

Region II 
Transition Flowchart –  

A Guide for Schools and 
Families 

Refer enrolled tribal 
members to Tribal 
Vocational Rehabilitation 
(VR): 
1-888-835-8766 



Menu	of	Adult	Mental	Health	Services	
 

 Eligibility: 
o 18 years old 
o Serious Disabling Mental Illness (SDMI) 
o Diagnosis by licensed mental health  professional 
o Functional impairment as result of mental illness 

 Funding: 
o Medicaid 
o Mental Health Services Plan (MHSP)  

 150% of poverty level, SDMI, not eligible for Medicaid 
Size of Family  150% of Poverty 

 

1  $16,335 

2  $22,065 

3  $27,795 

4  $33,525 

5  $39,255 

6  $44,985 

  

o MHSP waiver  
 Adults with a diagnosis of schizophrenia or bipolar disorder 
 Provides full Medicaid benefit 

o Home and Community Based Services Waiver (HCBS) 
 Adults needing a nursing home level of care 
 Provides an array of services to assist a person to live independently in the 

community 
 Practitioner Services 

o Diagnostic and psychotherapeutic services 
o Intensive outpatient services 
o Pharmacy (MHSP) 
o Acute inpatient services (Medicaid only) 

 Mental Health Center Services 
o Case  management 
o Psychiatric rehabilitation and support services 
o Day treatment 
o Therapeutic living 
o Program for Assertive Community Treatment (PACT) 
o Peer Support Services 
o IMR 
o WRAP 

 

 



Essential Documents to Have
These documents can help you get the other information you may need.  
You only need 2 of these to get a job and fill out the necessary paperwork. 

Community of Practice, Northeast Massachusetts   2011

My “Must Have” Papers

There are some papers that everybody must have. Here are some tips about keeping and protecting your 
important personal records and information.

What to Keep in Your Wallet or Purse
 � State ID or Driver’s License 
 � SNAP Card 
 � Health Insurance Card     
 � Important numbers 
 � Appointment Book / Calendar
 � ATM Card (only if needed)   
 � Who to call in case of emergency      
 � List of medications & what doctor prescribes them.

Get a Binder or Folder to Keep Important Documents – an “accordion folder” works really well

What to keep in your Binder
 � Education documents
 � Medical information
 � Housing / Utilities information
 � Work information
 � Financial information
 � Learn more about these on the other side of this paper

If you need to get your birth certificate:  Go to the Town Clerk or City Hall in the town/city you were born in and 
request it. If you were born further away you can contact the Town Clerk/City Hall (via internet or phone) and ask 
how to get it. Most often there is a fee (up to about $25). You may also ask a DCF/DMH/DYS worker if they either 
have a copy or can assist you. 

If you need to get a License/ID/Permit:  Go to the Registry of Motor Vehicles (RMV). You will need the required 
ID. Sometimes if you don’t have enough forms of ID (such as a birth certificate and social security card) a letter 
from DMH or DCF may be helpful explaining your situation. MASS.gov/RMV has more info about this.

To get a social security card:  You, or your representative payee, will need to present your ID to the Social Security 
office and request a new card. (there is a limit to the number of cards you can request in your lifetime so it is 
important you keep it safe).  Don’t keep your social security card in your wallet unless you are using it that day to 
apply for a job- store it somewhere safe. Try to memorize the number.

To get a passport: Go to your local post office or check with your state’s Passport Agency for details. 

If you keep information such as a social security number or bank information in your phone be sure to password 
protect it in case you get a new phone, or your phone is lost or stolen.  
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Passport: This document can replace all of the essential documents listed above

Birth Certificate        Social Security Card       State ID or Drivers License



What to Keep in your Binder

Education Documents (these are important for school, college, vocational programs, etc.) 
 � A copy of transcript from all schools attended or GED Certificate
 � Most recent IEP or 504 Plan
 � Any other certifications (CPR/First Aide), Vocational, CNA, Etc. 
 � College information: Financial aid information (including passwords), & transcript
 � Print copies of any email confirmations

Medical Information
 � Copy of most recent physical & immunizations (important for school & jobs) 
 � List of doctors names & numbers (keep a copy in your binder & your wallet) 
 � List of medications, times, dosages, & who prescribes them (keep a copy in your binder & your wallet) 

Work Information
 � List of references – first & last names, their position, the company name, phone number, & dates worked
 � Copy of letters of recommendations if you have them (don’t give your last one away)
 � Dates of places you have worked or volunteered & what your responsibilities were
 � Work Permit – if you need it (you must get this through your school or city hall)

Housing / Utilities Information
 � Phone billing contracts & the most recent 2 bills  
 � Copy of your Lease
 � A copy of your current landlord’s name, phone number and address
 � Keep a list with your previous & current landlord’s name, contact info, & the dates you lived there (a 

written reference from a landlord is even better)
 � Most recent 2 gas, electric, cable bills & contracts 
 � Any housing list / subsidy information, copies of places you have applied 

Financial Information 
 � A bank book or most recent statement 
 � Most recent Social Security award letter 
 � Keep all pay stubs
 � Anything Social Security sends you
 � All credit/debit card information 
 � Tax documents: Yearly W-2’s, tax documents 

You can also make folder on your computer or email and keep a lot of this information there – like 
important emails or confirmations.

What information You Should NOT Give Out
•	 Do	not	give	out	passwords	(computer,	PIN	for	Bank,	Financial	Aide,	etc.)	
•	        Keep passwords and logins in a safe place for your own personal use
•	 Social	Security	numbers	(but	sometimes	it’s	OK,	like	on	a	job	or	housing	application	or	for	a	bank	application)
•	 Bank	account	information	(unless	for	direct	deposit	of	paychecks	requested	by	employer)	

Download at http://labs.umassmed.edu/transitionsRTC/Resources/Publications.html

The contents of this tip sheet were developed with funding from the US Department of Education, National 
Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research, and the Center for Mental Health Services, Substance Abuse 
and Mental Health Services Administration (NIDRR grant H133B090018). Additional funding provided by 
UMass Medical School’s Commonwealth Medicine division. The content of this tip sheet does not necessarily 
reflect the views of the funding agencies and you should not assume endorsement by the Federal Government. 

http://labs.umassmed.edu/transitionsRTC/Resources/Publications.html
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Web Site Resources for Young Adults 
 
 

Employment 
JobTIPS  
http://www.do2learn.com/JobTIPS/index.html 
This is a free program designed to help individuals with disabilities such as autism explore career 
interests, seek and obtain employment, and successfully maintain employment. 
 
Montana Vocational Rehabilitation Transition Video 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oBfSSWlcFbM 
View this 15‐minute video to learn how VR can help you transition from high school to employment or 
post‐secondary education. 
 
My Next Move  
http://www.mynextmove.org/ 
This career information and planning tool allows visitors to search for job information by keywords or by 
industry. The site also offers a survey to help individuals find career suggestions that match their 
interests and training. 
 
Punch‐In.org  
http://www.punch‐in.org/ 
This is a new self‐directed Employment Assistant that is geared for young adults with disabilities seeking 
to enter the workforce. 
 

Health 
Got Transition? National Health Care Transition Center 
http://www.gottransition.org/youth‐information 
As you get older, you will begin to make choices that will affect your health. At Got Transition they hope 
to support you to make those choices carefully. The web site provides information, tools, and 
connections to other youth. 
 
When You're 18 ‐ A Health Care Transition Guide for Young Adults  
http://hctransitions.ichp.ufl.edu/pdfs/cms_wy18_lowres_09.pdf 
This guide provides information to help young adults understand what it means to be legally in charge of 
their health care and how to stay healthy as they grow into adulthood.  
 

Legal 
Protection and Advocacy for Individuals with Mental Illness  
http://www.disabilityrightsmt.org/janda/inner.php?PageID=66 
Contact the PAIMI program at Disability Rights Montana If you feel that your rights are being violated 
because of a mental illness. 
 

Mental Health 
Anxiety Disorders Association of America  
http://www.adaa.org/ 

http://www.do2learn.com/JobTIPS/index.html
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oBfSSWlcFbM
http://www.mynextmove.org/
http://www.punch%E2%80%90in.org/
http://www.gottransition.org/youth%E2%80%90information
http://hctransitions.ichp.ufl.edu/pdfs/cms_wy18_lowres_09.pdf
http://www.disabilityrightsmt.org/janda/inner.php?PageID=66
http://www.adaa.org/
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This web site offers resources and tips for individuals living with Anxiety Disorders. The site also features 
a number of videos with personal stories and ideas for dealing with anxiety. 
 
Erika’s Lighthouse 
http://erikaslighthouse.org/ 
The organization’s mission is to shed light on adolescent depression through understanding, early 
identification, education and most of all, stigma busting.  
 
Mental Health America 
http://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/ 
This site offers resources about the realities of mental health and mental illness. 
 
Mental Health America of Montana 
http://www.montanamentalhealth.org/about.htm 
Mental Health America of Montana is a statewide education and advocacy organization. The 
organization’s mission is to work for good mental health for all, and for social justice as well as quality 
services for persons with mental illnesses. 
 
NAMI (National Alliance on Mental Illness) Montana 
http://www.namimt.org/ 
NAMI Montana supports, educates, and advocates for Montanans with severe mental illnesses and their 
families. 
 
Network of Care for Behavioral Health 
http://montana.networkofcare.org/mh/index.aspx 
This web site is a resource for individuals, families and agencies concerned with behavioral health. It 
provides information about behavioral health services, laws, and related news, as well as 
communication tools and other features.  
 
Psychology Today’s Therapy Directory 
http://therapists.psychologytoday.com/rms/ 
The directory allows users to locate a therapist, psychologist, or counselor who specializes in mental 
health problems by city or zip code throughout the United States. 
 
ReachOut.com 
http://us.reachout.com/ 
This site seeks to improve young people's mental health and well‐being by connecting them with 
comprehensive resources and support through the media they use. Visit the web site to read, listen to 
and watch real stories of young people covering topics such as Transitions in Your Life, Work and Career, 
and Money Matters. 
 
STAR Center (Support, Technical Assistance and Resources) 
http://www.consumerstar.org/index.html 
The STAR Center is committed to providing a space where consumers can share their personal recovery 
stories, recovery‐inspired affirmations, messages of self‐empowerment and overall encouragement and 
support. 
 

http://erikaslighthouse.org/
http://www.mentalhealthamerica.net/
http://www.montanamentalhealth.org/about.htm
http://www.namimt.org/
http://montana.networkofcare.org/mh/index.aspx
http://therapists.psychologytoday.com/rms/
http://us.reachout.com/
http://www.consumerstar.org/index.html
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Strength of Us 
http://strengthofus.org/ 
Strength of Us is an online community designed to empower young adults through resource sharing and 
peer support and to build connections for those navigating the unique challenges and opportunities in 
the transition‐age years. The site also features a number of tip sheets for young adults with mental 
health challenges, including Strength in Numbers: Financial Tips for Young Adults and Finding 
Employment Opportunities. 
 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration (SAMHSA)   
http://www.samhsa.gov 
SAMHSA's mission is to reduce the impact of substance abuse and mental illness on America's 
communities. 
 
What a Difference a Friend Makes 
http://www.whatadifference.samhsa.gov/index.html 
This site is for people living with mental illness—and their friends. You'll find tools to help in the 
recovery process, and you can also learn about the different kinds of mental illnesses, read real‐life 
stories about support and recovery, and interact with the video to see how friends can make all the 
difference. 
 
Youth M.O.V.E. (Motivating Others through Voices of Experience) Montana 
http://www.dphhs.mt.gov/mentalhealth/children/organizationsgroups.shtml 
Youth M.O.V.E is a national youth‐led organization devoted to improving services and systems that 
support positive growth and development by uniting the voices of individuals who have lived experience 
in various systems including mental health, juvenile justice, education, and child welfare. 
 

Miscellaneous 
Bullying and Disability Harassment in the Workplace: What Youth Should Know  
http://www.ncwd‐youth.info/information‐brief‐29 
This InfoBrief defines bullying, describes what it can look like in the workplace, and offers practical 
strategies for dealing with it. 
 
Montana Independent Living Centers 
http://www.ilru.org/html/publications/directory/montana.html 
This site provides contact information for the Independent Living Centers in Montana. 
 
The World Needs All Kinds of Minds 
http://www.ted.com/talks/temple_grandin_the_world_needs_all_kinds_of_minds.html 
In this 19‐minute video, Temple Grandin talks about why the world needs diverse thinkers. 
 
United States Government's official web portal  
http://apps.usa.gov/?v=all 
This site offers access to a variety of free mobile apps, including health hotlines, treatment locators, and 
more.  
 

 

http://strengthofus.org/
http://www.samhsa.gov
http://www.whatadifference.samhsa.gov/index.html
http://www.dphhs.mt.gov/mentalhealth/children/organizationsgroups.shtml
http://www.ncwd%E2%80%90youth.info/information%E2%80%90brief%E2%80%9029
http://www.ilru.org/html/publications/directory/montana.html
http://www.ted.com/talks/temple_grandin_the_world_needs_all_kinds_of_minds.html
http://apps.usa.gov/?v=all
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Money Management 
Bank It  
http://www.bankit.com/ 
This is an online resource for youth and their parents to learn money management tips. 
 
Money...What Young Adults Need to Know  
http://www.njcfe.org/Resources/Youth%20FinancialTab‐FINAL2‐07‐16‐07‐FINAL‐FINAL.pdf 
This document addresses such topics as buying a car, credit tips and traps, identity theft and lending rip‐
offs. 
 
National Collaborative on Workforce and Disability for Youth blog “Learning to Manage Your Money ‐ 
Advice for Youth”  
http://www.ncwd‐youth.info/blog/?p=260 
Jennifer N. Kemp, who leads the Youth Policy Team at the U.S. Department of Labor’s Office of Disability 
Employment Policy, shares some advice with young people about developing money management skills. 
 
Tax Tips video describing the EITC  
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guUg9cRYPl0 
This YouTube video explains the Earned Income Tax Credit, a federal income tax credit for low‐income 
workers. The credit can reduce the amount of tax owed, or be a direct refund to filers. The tax credit 
ranges from $475 for an individual with no children, to $5,236 for a family with two children.  
 

Post‐Secondary Education (College, University, Technical School, etc.) 
A Practical Guide for Students with Disabilities Who Want to Go to College  
http://tucollaborative.org/pdfs/education/College_Guide.pdf 
This guide includes information about finding the right school, paying for college, and locating disability‐
related supports. 
 
College Preparation Checklist  
http://studentaid.ed.gov/prepare‐for‐college/checklists 
For students of all ages who haven't attended college or trade school, and parents of students in 
elementary and secondary school. It includes a "to do" list, starting with elementary school, to help 
students prepare academically and financially for education beyond high school. 
 
DREAM ‐ Disability Rights, Education, Activism, and Mentoring  
http://dream.syr.edu/index.html 
This organization strives to promote a national disabilities agenda for post‐secondary students and their 
allies and to serve as an educational resource and source of support for both individuals and local 
campus‐based groups.  
 
Funding Your Education: The 2012‐13 Guide to Federal Student Aid  
http://studentaid.ed.gov/sites/default/files/2012‐13‐funding‐your‐education.pdf 
This document contains information about all the federal aid programs available for students planning 
to attend college. 
 
 

http://www.bankit.com/
http://www.njcfe.org/Resources/Youth%20FinancialTab%E2%80%90FINAL2%E2%80%9007%E2%80%9016%E2%80%9007%E2%80%90FINAL%E2%80%90FINAL.pdf
http://www.ncwd%E2%80%90youth.info/blog/?p=260
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=guUg9cRYPl0
http://studentaid.ed.gov/prepare%E2%80%90for%E2%80%90college/checklists
http://dream.syr.edu/index.html
http://studentaid.ed.gov/sites/default/files/2012%E2%80%9013%E2%80%90funding%E2%80%90your%E2%80%90education.pdf
http://tucollaborative.org/pdfs/education/College_Guide.pdf
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We Connect Now  
http://weconnectnow.wordpress.com/ 
The site is designed, in part, to help college students with disabilities to succeed in their studies by 
getting the information and support they need through resources, links, blogs, news updates, and 
personal contacts. 
 

Self‐Advocacy 
KASA (Kids as Self‐Advocates)  
http://fvkasa.org/index.php 
Kids As Self Advocates (KASA) is a national, grassroots project created by youth with disabilities for 
youth. 
 
The 411 on Disability Disclosure: A Workbook for Families, Educators, Youth Service Professionals, and 
Adult Allies Who Care About Youth with Disabilities 
http://www.ncwd‐youth.info/411‐on‐disability‐disclosure‐for‐adults 
This workbook guides adults through teaching young people with disabilities about their rights and 
responsibilities with respect to disability disclosure. 
 

Social Security 
How to Apply for Social Security disability benefits online 
http://ssa.yorkcast.com/webcast/Viewer/?peid=e7ca0a233ce34edaae148ac218ee8d6d 
This free, on‐demand webinar describes how to apply for Social Security disability benefits online. The 
presentation includes information about who can apply online, the Adult Disability Checklist, the Adult 
Disability Report and other documentation that must be submitted along with the application for 
benefits. 
 

Transition 
Montana Youth Transitions 
http://www.montanayouthtransitions.org/ 
The mission of this site is to improve transition services and increase the number of youth with 
disabilities who achieve their desired post‐school outcomes. 
 
PLUK/Rural Institute Online Transition Toolbox 
https://sites.google.com/a/pluk.org/transition‐toolbox/ 
The purpose of the toolbox is to organize information on agencies, services and resources that schools, 
youth and families might need to access as they are planning for life after high school. 
 
Rural Institute Transition and Employment Projects 
http://ruralinstitute.umt.edu/transition/ 
Visit this site to access a variety of resources, including templates, student success stories, archived 
training webinars, Customized Employment guidance and more. 
 
Youth Transition Toolkit: A Guide for Young People with Disabilities Transitioning to Adulthood 
http://www.tknlyouth.org/index.html 
This toolkit includes videos and resources on topics such as health care, education, employment, 
finances, independent living, and even social and recreational choices. 

http://weconnectnow.wordpress.com/
http://fvkasa.org/index.php
http://www.ncwd%E2%80%90youth.info/411%E2%80%90on%E2%80%90disability%E2%80%90disclosure%E2%80%90for%E2%80%90adults
http://ssa.yorkcast.com/webcast/Viewer/?peid=e7ca0a233ce34edaae148ac218ee8d6d
http://www.montanayouthtransitions.org/
https://sites.google.com/a/pluk.org/transition%E2%80%90toolbox/
http://ruralinstitute.umt.edu/transition/
http://www.tknlyouth.org/index.html


Facts About Young Adults, Mental Health, 
& Online Information Seeking

•	 93%	of	young	adults	ages	18-29	go	online.1

•	 72%	of	online	18-29	year	olds	use	social	
networking.1	

•	 33%	of	18-29	year	olds	said	they	looked	for	mental	health	information	online.2

•	 68%	of	health	information	seekers	state	that	the	information	they	find	online	has	an	
impact	on	their	healthcare	decisions.3

•	 18%	of	adults	say	they	have	gone	online	to	diagnose	or	treat	a	medical	condition	on	
their	own,	without	consulting	their	doctor.3

•	 About	half	of	adult	online	health	information	seekers	have	read	someone	else’s	
commentary	or	experience	about	health	or	medical	issues	on	an	online	news	group,	
website,	or	blog.2

•	 In	2008,	72%	of	young	adults	
18-29	looked	for	health	
information	online.1

•	 52%	looked	for	information	
about	a	specific	medical	
treatment	or	procedure	
online.1

•	 49%	of	18-29	year	olds	
research	doctors	and	other	
health	professionals	online.2

•	 38%	look	up	information	
on	prescription	or	over	the	
counter	drugs.2

•	 34%	look	up	alternative	
treatments	or	medicines.2

Most Young Adults Use 
the Internet to Find 
Health Information

The Overwhelming Majority of  
Young Adults Use the Internet

Young Adults Use the Internet to Search for Mental Health Information 

People Use the Internet to Guide Their Health Decisions 

Our Findings:   
Out	of	27	young	adults	
with	serious	mental	
health	conditions,	
most	(85%)	had	
looked	up	mental	
health	information	
online—almost	half	
(44%)	do	so	at	least	
once	a	month.



•	 Several	studies	indicate	that	the	overall	quality	of	online	information	about	social	phobia,	
substance	addictions,	and	other	mental	health	disorders	is	low.4,5

•	 A	review	of	21	popular	websites	about	treatment	for	depression	found	the	quality	of	
information	was	poor.4

•	 Few	health-related	websites	display	the	source	and	date,	along	with	other	information	quality	
indicators.6

•	 Young	people	feel	overwhelmed	by	the	amount	of	health	information	available	online,	and	
they	report	not	being	able	to	find	answers	to	their	specific	questions,	or	information	tailored	
to	their	needs.7

•	 However,	the	majority	(72%)	of	health	seekers	say	you	can	believe	all	or	most	of	the	health	
information	online.3

1.	 Lenhart,	A.,	Purcell,	K.,	Smith,	A.,	&	Zickuhr,	
K.	(2010).	Social media & mobile internet use 
among teens and young adults.	Washington,	
DC:	Pew	Internet	&	American	Life	Project.

2.	 Fox,	S.,	&	Jones,	S.	(2009).	The Social Life of 
Health Information. Washington,	DC:	Pew	
Internet	&	American	Life	Project.

3.	 Fox,	S.,	&	Rainie,	L.	(2002).	Vital 
Decisions: How Internet users decide what 
information to trust when they or their 
loved ones are sick. Washington,	DC:		Pew	
Internet	&	American	Life	Project.

4.	 Griffiths,	K.	M.,	&	Christensen,	H.	(2000).	
Quality	of	web	based	information	on	
treatment	of	depression:	Cross	sectional	
survey.	British Medical Journal, 321,	1511-
1515.

5.	 Khazaal,	Y.,	Fernandez,	S.,	Cochand,	S,	
Reboh,	I.,	&	Zullino,	D.	(2008).	Quality	of	
web-based	information	on	social	phobia:	
A	cross-sectional	study.	Depression and 
Anxiety, 25, 461–465	(and	other	studies	by	
Y.	Khazaal	and	colleagues).

6.	 Fox,	S.	(2006).	Online Health Search 2006.	
Washington,	DC:	Pew	Internet	&	American	
Life	Project.

7.	 Skinner,	H.,	Biscope,	S.,	Poland,	B.,	&	
Goldberg,	E.	(2003).	How	adolescents	use	
technology	for	health	information	seeking:	
Implications	for	health	professionals	
from	focus	groups.	Journal of Medical 
Information Research.	Doi:	10.2196/
jmir.5.4.e32.

The General Quality of Online Mental Health Information is Poor
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The article should be written 
with a level of authority. 
Ask yourself:

• Who wrote the article? 
• Does that person have any expertise in men-

tal health? 
• Was the article reviewed by a mental health 

expert? 

Health content should be written by people with 
professional expertise, or at least reviewed by 
health care professionals for accuracy. No matter 
what, it should be obvious who wrote the article 
and what the qualifications of the author are.

Articles about mental health 
should be current. 
Ask yourself:

• When was the article written?
• Has it ever been updated?

Health websites should be updated often 
because new information is constantly being 
gathered about conditions and their treatments. 
The date of the latest revision or update should 
be clearly posted – you can usually find it at the 
bottom of the page. 

A well-written article should identify its 
sources of information. 
Ask yourself:

• What is the original source of the information you are 
reading? 

• Is it clearly documented?

All information and claims should be supported by clearly 
marked scientific references. Full citations or even links to 
these references should be available within the article.

The business model of a website can bias 
its content.

You should be able to easily figure out 
who sponsors the web site. This is im-

portant because it helps you figure out the motives behind 
the site – is it there to support a charity? To try to sell you 
something? Also try to figure out if the site has an advisory 
board of qualified people (professionals and consumers). 
You can often find information about sponsorship and ad-
visory boards in the “about us” section of a website.

The web address (URL) can also provide useful information 
about the business model of a website: 

• .gov = government agency
• .edu = educational institution
• .org = non-profit or research organization
• .com = company or for-profit organization 

Funding for Pathways to Positive Futures is provided by the National 
Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research, United States 
Department of Education, and the Center for Mental Health Services, 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration.

For more information please contact 
Dr. Kris Gowen at gowen@pdx.edu. 

www.pathwaysrtc.pdx.edu
 

UTHORITY USINESS MODEL

URRENT

OURCES

There is so much 
information on the internet, 
sometimes it’s hard to 
tell the good stuff from 
the bad. When looking up 
information online, know 
your ABCs:

EVALUATING WHETHER 
OR NOT TO TRUST MENTAL 
HEALTH INFORMATION 
ON THE INTERNET

www.pathwaysrtc.pdx.edu


Using Your Voice

TIPS for talking with your mental health service provider
Using your voice means speaking up and saying what is important to you. Using your voice is an 
important part of recovery.

•	 PREPARE before you see your provider. Write things down. What do you want to talk about? 
What questions do you have? What do you want to accomplish during the appointment?  
What are your goals for yourself and your treatment and services?

•	 TELL providers what is most important to you. Answer their questions honestly. This helps 
them understand and respect what is important to you.

•	 LISTEN to others. Friends, family, peers, and providers may have information or ideas that are 
helpful to you.

•	 ASK for explanations or more information. 

•	  Ask questions to get the information you need.

•	  When a provider makes a recommendation always ask them to explain WHY they think  
this recommendation is right for you. What are the benefits? What are the costs?

•	  Keep asking questions until you are comfortable that you understand the information  
or recommendation.

•	 REMEMBER what was said. Some people find it helpful to write down what the provider says or 
to make a voice recording of the conversation. Other people like having someone with them when 
they talk to their provider. You can also ask the provider for written instructions.

•	 TALK with your provider about where you agree and disagree with his or her opinions and 
recommendations. See if you can find options that fit your preferences and also respect what  
the provider can and cannot do.

•	 FOLLOW UP

•	 If you say you will do something, do it. If you cannot follow up as promised, be honest  
and explain why.

•	 If your provider says he or she will do something, expect your provider to do it. If he  
or she cannot follow up as promised, you deserve an honest explanation.

•	 If you have new questions, call or email your provider.

•	 If things get worse, call or email your provider.

For more information:

Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality: http://www.ahrq.gov/consumer
Medline Plus Health Topics, “Talking to your Doctor”: http://medlineplus.gov
Health Finder, “Talking to your Doctor”: http://www.healthfinder.gov

http://www.ahrq.gov/consumer
http://medlineplus.gov
http://www.healthfinder.gov


Opening the Door

Starting difficult conversations with your mental health service provider 
It can be hard to talk to others about difficult or sensitive issues. Sometimes the hardest part is figuring  
out how to start. This document offers some ways to start conversations about three topics:  

1. Partnering and decision making; 

2. Medications; and 

3. Respect.

The conversation-starters listed below can help you take control of the situation, allow you to be heard, and open up 
a conversation about topics that are important to you. 

It can be helpful to use a general opening statement that sets the stage. For example, you could say, 

This is difficult for me to talk about, but I feel it is important to discuss   _________________________.

Examples of How to Start a Conversation about 
Partnering and Decision Making

Part of my recovery is working toward things that matter 
to me. The goals in my treatment plan do not fully match 
what is most important to me. I’d like to talk about how to 
change the plan so I can get or keep what is important to 
me in my life.

I want to be able to do the things that give my life mean-
ing and pleasure now, not just in the future. For me, some 
of these things are ______________ (for example, having  
friends, playing music,  sexual intimacy, spending time 
with animals, finding work I like to do,  being with my 
family, and so forth).

I want to be more involved in making decisions about my 
life. I want you to listen to my point of view and respect 
how I feel. I want you to help me understand and think 
about things so I can make better decisions.

I can make good decisions about my life. I want your help 
in thinking about my options, but I want to be the one 
who makes the final decisions.

I want to change my doctor (or other provider). I feel we do 
not communicate very well and it is not helping me in my 
recovery. Can you help me find a different doctor (or other 
provider?)

 

 

 

 

 

 

TIP
•	 You do not have to use these 

EXACT words.

•	 Say what is going right as well as 
presenting your concerns or issues.

•	 To help you remember what you 
want to say, write it down. Or print 
this page. Take your notes with you 
to the appointment. 

•	 Practice what you want to say 
before meeting with the provider.

•	 Ask someone you trust to join 
the meeting with you. This can 
give you more confidence. Another 
person also provides another set 
of ears for listening and remember-
ing what is said.

•	 Tape recording a meeting can 
be useful because you can listen 
again to what is said.

•	 Sometimes it takes several 
meetings to come to fully talk 
things through.

•	 Write down any agreements. 



Examples of How to Start a Conversation  
about Medications

I want to fully understand what medications I am tak-
ing and why. I want you to tell me about their benefits, 
risks, and side effects.

I am not happy with the medication I am using. I want 
to talk to you about options for other medications. 
I am experiencing some medication side effects that 
are bothering me. (Say what side effects are bothering 
you most, such as sleepiness, weight gain, movement 
problems, dry mouth, not able to think, and so forth.) 

I know you want me to take medications, but I want 
to also explore some non-drug approaches to feeling 
better and dealing with my problems. What are some 
of the things people do to feel better without using 
lots of medications?

You have suggested I take these medications, but I 
want more information on options before I decide. I 
want to understand the benefits, risks, and side effects 
of the new medication. Why do you think it might be 
useful for me? How is it better than the medication  
I am using now?

I have been taking the medications you recommended, 
but I do not like what they do to my body or how they 
make me feel. I want to take a break. I want to talk 
with you about my options.

I keep hearing that there are serious, life-shortening 
side effects of antipsychotic medications. This worries 
me. I want to talk about how the medications I am 
using might affect me in the future. I want to know 
how to prevent these serious side effects. I want to 
know about treatment options that may have less risk 
for me.

 It is important to me to be able to have sexual rela-
tions with my partner. I am having trouble in this area. 
I want to know how the medications I’m using affect 
my ability to have sex. I want to know what other  
options there might be.

Examples of How to Start a Conversation  
about Respect

I want to talk about how we can improve our com-
munication. I know you are very busy. But sometimes 
I feel you are rushed and impatient with me. I do not 
think you always listen to what I say. 

 I would like to talk about ways we can have a more 
respectful relationship – especially when we disagree 
about something. There are times when we see things 
differently. Sometimes I feel that my point of view 
does not matter.

You make some good suggestions. But sometimes it 
sounds like I have no choice. It would be helpful if we 
could always talk about more than one option. I want 
to be a partner in making decisions about my treat-
ment and not feel like I am just being told what to do.

Notes:  Write your ideas for starting a difficult 
conversation here.

 Adapted from Peterson, C.A., Jonikas, J.A.,  Cook, J.A., & Priester, F. (2003) Raising Difficult Issues with Your Service Provider, Self Determination 
Series.  Chicago, IL: University of Illinois at Chicago, National Research and Training Center on Psychiatric Disability, Self Determination Center. 
Funded by National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research, U.S. Department of Education, and the Center for Mental Health Services, 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. (Cooperative Agreement H133B000700)
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It can be hard to talk to others about difficult or sensitive issues. Sometimes the hardest part is figuring  
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I want to fully understand what medications I am tak-
ing and why. I want you to tell me about their benefits, 
risks, and side effects.

I am not happy with the medication I am using. I want 
to talk to you about options for other medications. 
I am experiencing some medication side effects that 
are bothering me. (Say what side effects are bothering 
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problems, dry mouth, not able to think, and so forth.) 

I know you want me to take medications, but I want 
to also explore some non-drug approaches to feeling 
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tions with my partner. I am having trouble in this area. 
I want to know how the medications I’m using affect 
my ability to have sex. I want to know what other  
options there might be.

Examples of How to Start a Conversation  
about Respect

I want to talk about how we can improve our com-
munication. I know you are very busy. But sometimes 
I feel you are rushed and impatient with me. I do not 
think you always listen to what I say. 

 I would like to talk about ways we can have a more 
respectful relationship – especially when we disagree 
about something. There are times when we see things 
differently. Sometimes I feel that my point of view 
does not matter.

You make some good suggestions. But sometimes it 
sounds like I have no choice. It would be helpful if we 
could always talk about more than one option. I want 
to be a partner in making decisions about my treat-
ment and not feel like I am just being told what to do.

Notes:  Write your ideas for starting a difficult 
conversation here.

 Adapted from Peterson, C.A., Jonikas, J.A.,  Cook, J.A., & Priester, F. (2003) Raising Difficult Issues with Your Service Provider, Self Determination 
Series.  Chicago, IL: University of Illinois at Chicago, National Research and Training Center on Psychiatric Disability, Self Determination Center. 
Funded by National Institute on Disability and Rehabilitation Research, U.S. Department of Education, and the Center for Mental Health Services, 
Substance Abuse and Mental Health Services Administration. (Cooperative Agreement H133B000700)



Medication Side Effects Profile

Noticing your experiences
Put an X in the box at the left of the medication effect you are experiencing. You can use “other” to add something  
that is not on the list. 

You can use the “Comment or Question” areas to write down things you want to discuss. You may want to share this 
chart with your provider.

Name:_ _____________________________ _ Date:_____________________________

Mood_

❏❏   Anxious

❏❏   Dull/flat/“whatever”

❏❏   Depressed

❏❏   “Up and down”

❏❏   Angry

❏❏   Irritable/easily upset

❏❏   Worried/anxious

❏❏   Worried/suspicious

❏❏   Happy  

❏❏   Calm 

❏❏   Content 

❏❏   Other 

Comment or Question

Sleep

❏❏   Often very sleepy during the day

❏❏   Distressing  nightmares 

❏❏   Hard to fall asleep or stay asleep

❏❏   Sleeping just right 

❏❏   Hard to get out of bed in the morning

❏❏   Other

Comment or Question 

Energy__and_Motivation

❏❏   No desire to move or do things  

❏❏   Lots and lots of energy/too much energy 

❏❏   Feeling numb or “zombie-like”  

❏❏   Just the right amount of energy 

❏❏   Restless, pacing, hard to sit still 

❏❏   Other 

Comment or Question 

turn page for more



Memory_and_Concentration

❏❏   Feeling fuzzy or confused in my thinking 

❏❏   Hard to concentrate or stay focused  

❏❏   Hard to organize my thoughts  

❏❏   Feeling sharp and clear in my thinking 

❏❏   Often forgetting important things 

❏❏   Other

Comment or Question 

Food_and_Diet

❏❏   Not interested in food

❏❏   Frequent gas or heartburn 

❏❏   Eating more than usual

❏❏   Change in weight 

❏❏   Good appetite

❏❏   Other 

Comment or Question 

Sex

❏❏   Change in interest in sex

❏❏   Loss of pleasurable feelings during sex 

❏❏   Change in ability to perform sexually 

❏❏   Other

Comment or Question 

Body

❏❏   Blurry vision: difficult to read things 

❏❏   Sweating often or a lot 

❏❏   Dizziness

❏❏   Constipation 

❏❏   Drooling:  wet pillow, too much saliva

❏❏   Diarrhea 

❏❏   Dry mouth

❏❏   Problems urinating  

❏❏   Headaches

❏❏   Changes in menstrual cycles  
 (women only) 

❏❏   Nausea

❏❏   Other 

Comment or Question

Muscles_

❏❏   Muscles feel tense or stiff

❏❏   Cannot sit still –  “jump out of skin” feelings 

❏❏   Muscles shake or tremble

❏❏   Frequent muscle cramps 

❏❏   Restless or jittery

❏❏   Other 

Comment or Question



•	 Good	listener	who	can	help	me	share	
information	about	myself	

•	 Talks	to	me,	not	to	the	staff	person	with	me	

•	 Rules	out	medical	issues	before	assuming	I	have	
a	mental	illness		

•	 With	my	permission,	includes	important	people	
in	my	life	in	some	of	the	counseling	sessions	

•	 Shows	empathy,	compassion,	warmth,	
understanding	and	kindness	

•	 Is	trustworthy,	but	understands	it	might	take	me	
a	while	to	develop	trust	in	them	

•	 Has	patience…lots	and	lots	of	patience	

•	 Comes	up	with	creative	ideas	

•	 Gives	out	information	about	suicide	and	how	
to	get	help	when	needed,	especially	in	an	
emergency/crisis	situation	

•	 Recognizes	that	most	folks	with	disabilities	have	
stress-related	issues	

•	 Is	familiar	with	augmentative	communication	
devices	and	how	they	work	

•	 Has	knowledge	of	my	disability	and	how	it	
affects	me	

Young	adults	with	developmental	disabilities	face	the	same	mental	health	challenges	as	their	peers,	but	too	
often	their	symptoms	are	ignored,	misdiagnosed,	or	written	off	as	“part	of	the	developmental	disability.”	

Members	of	the	Montana	Transition	Training,	Information	and	Resource	
Center	(MT-TIRC)	Advisory	Board,	themselves	young	adults	with	
developmental	disabilities,	created	this	brochure	to	raise	awareness	of	the	
mental	health	needs	of	youth	with	developmental	disabilities	and	to	suggest	
skills	they	think	are	important	for	mental	health	professionals	to	have	when	
working	with	this	population.	

If	you	are	a	mental	health	professional,	you	might	review	the	list	and	see	if	
there	are	any	areas	where	your	skills	could	use	some	honing.

If	you	are	a	young	adult	with	a	developmental	disability	and	mental	health	concerns,	you	might	use	the	list	to	
help	identify	a	mental	health	professional	to	serve	you.

- Developmental Disabilities and Mental Health -

•	 Knows	something	about	my	background	so	I	
don’t	have	to	repeat	the	same	basic	information	
over	and	over	and	over	

•	 Can	help	me	come	up	with	a	wellness	plan	for	
myself	

•	 Is	young	him/herself	or	has	lots	of	experience	
working	with	young	people	

•	 Understands	that	all	young	people	(with	and	
without	disabilities)	have	similar	challenges,	
and	all	young	people	can	struggle	with	mental	
health	issues…but	sometimes	the	mental	health	
issues	can	be	harder	to	identify	and	can	be	more	
extreme	in	young	people	who	have	disabilities	

•	 Recognizes	that	physical	limitations	can	impact	
the	ability	to	effectively	communicate	for	
various	reasons	(i.e.,	verbal,	hearing,	sight	and	
cognitive	abilities)	

•	 Welcomes	feedback	from	me	on	how	well	my	
mental	health	treatment	is	working,	and	explores	
options	with	me	if	it	isn’t	working	well

What Young Adults Want YOU to Know

What Skills Should a Mental Health Therapist Have?



•	 Explores	alternative	methods	of	communication	
(drawing,	painting,	sign	language,	dance,	facial	
expression	books,	music,	videotaping,	etc.)	

•	 Respects	and	treats	me	as	an	individual;	shares	
decision	making	with	me	

•	 Has	high	expectations	of	recovery	for	me…this	
means	believing	in	my	recovery	when	I	cannot	
believe	in	it	myself	and	when	I	am	feeling	helpless	
and	hopeless	

•	 Shows	a	willingness	to	be	available	when	needed,	
not	just	when	scheduled	

•	 Possesses	a	good	understanding	of	what	promotes	
recovery:	integration	into	society	and	family;	
work,	school	or	useful	activity;	structured	time;	
meaningful	connections	with	family	and	friends;	
hobbies	and	social	activities	such	as	church,	
sports	or	clubs;	and	prompt	and	respectful	medical	
supports	for	medications	and	other	health	problems,	
which	includes	shared	decision	making	with	the	
doctors.	

•	 Understands	that	people	with	disabilities	are	
capable	of	doing	things…doesn’t	assume	I	can’t	do	
things	just	because	I	have	a	disability	

•	 Understands	that	people	with	disabilities	may	need	
more	time	to	think,	answer,	walk,	talk,	etc.	

•	 Gives	people	hope;	speaks	to	their	gifts;	celebrates	
strengths

Resources

Handbook	of	Mental	Health	Care	for	Persons	
with	Developmental	Disabilities
By	Ruth	Ryan,	MD

Psychotherapy	for	Individuals	with	Intellectual	
Disability
Edited	by:		Robert	J.	Fletcher,	DSW,	ACSW



- Developmental Disabilities and Mental Health -

Youth Mental Health Bill of Rights  
(from the 2009 National Youth Summit)

1.	 Youth	have	the	right	to	be	leaders	of	their	psychiatric	treatment	plans.
	 Youth	should	be	informed	of	the	possible	side	effects	of	medications,	how	long	recommended		
	 medications	take	to	go	into	effect,	and	the	possible	long-term	effects	of	recommended	medication.		
	 Service	providers	should	work	with	youth	to	explore	possible	alternatives	to	using	psychiatric		
	 medication	before	medication	is	given.	Communication	between	youth	and	all	medical	providers		
	 should	be	collaborative,	clear,	and	with	limited	use	of	medical	terminology.	

2.	 Youth	have	the	right	to	evaluate	their	mental	health	services.
	 Mental	health	counselors,	social	workers,	psychologists,	and	other	service	providers	should	provide		
	 opportunities	for	youth	to	evaluate	the	satisfaction	of	their	services	throughout	the	duration	of	care	in		
	 a	respectful	and	non-threatening	manner.	This	includes	evaluation	of	the	relationship	with	the	provider,		
	 counseling	plans,	and	implemented	treatment	models.	

3.	 Youth	have	the	right	to	the	most	non	invasive	service	transitions	possible.
	 When	youth	are	transitioning	into	new	services,	mental	health	programs	should	strive	to	make	the		
	 transition	as	accommodating	as	possible	for	the	youth.	Youth	should	be	consulted	on	the	ways	they		
	 would	like	to	end	their	relationship	with	the	current	provider	and	whether	they	would	like	the	current		
	 provider	to	share	their	file	with	their	new	provider.	Providers	should	share	if	there	will	be	any	changes		
	 in	the	costs	of	services	and/or	insurance	coverage.	

4.	 Youth	have	the	right	to	trained,	sensitive	treatment	providers.
	 Youth	should	have	access	to	mental	health	professionals	that	are	familiar	with	the	unique	needs	and		
	 challenges	of	youth	with	mental	health	needs.	All	mental	health	professionals	should	have	specialized		
	 training	that	fosters	positive	youth	development	and	support.	Youth	mental	health	service	consumers		
	 should	be	included	in	the	creation	and	implementation	of	these	trainings.

Source
Strachan,	R.,	Gowen,	L.	K.,	&	Walker,	J.	S.	(2009).	The	2009	Portland	National	Youth	Summit	Report.	
Portland,	OR:	Research	and	Training	Center	on	Family	Support	and	Children’s	Mental	Health,	Portland	
State	University.

Contact The	2009	Portland	National	Youth	Summit	Report	is	a	
publication	of	the	Research	and	Training	Center	on	Family	
Support	and	Children’s	Mental	Health.	This	publication	was	
developed	with	funding	from	the	Center	for	Mental	Health	
Services,	Substance	Abuse	and	Mental	Health	Services	
Administration,	and	the	National	Institute	on	Disability	and	
Rehabilitation	Research,	United	States	Department	of	Education	
(NIDRR	grant	H133B040038).	The	content	of	this	publication	
does	not	necessarily	reflect	the	views	of	the	funding	agencies.

This	publication	was	produced	by	the	University	of	Montana’s	
Rural	Institute	Transition	and	Employment	Projects,	which	
is	funded	in	part	under	a	contract	with	the	Montana	Council	
on	Developmental	Disabilities.	The	representations,	if	any,	
contained	herein	do	not	necessarily	reflect	the	opinion	of	the	
Council.

The	Rural	Institute:	Center	for	Excellence	in	
Disability	Education,	Research,	and	Service	

700	SW	Higgins,	
Suite	250	Missoula,	MT	59803	

Telephone:	(406)	243-5467	
TT:	(406)	243-4200	
Toll	Free:	(800)	732-0323	
Fax:	(406)	243-4730	
http://ruralinstitute.umt.edu/transition

http://ruralinstitute.umt.edu/transition


•	 Preferred	seating
•	 Breaks	allowed	during	class
•	 Voice	recorded	lectures
•	 Classmate	acts	as	a	note-taker
•	 Text	and	syllabus	available	in	advance
•	 Class	materials	available	on	computer
•	 Frequent	feedback	on	ongoing	class	work
•	 Alternate	formats	for	assignments

•	 Exams	in	alternate	formats	such	as	written,	oral,	or	electronic
•	 Extended	time	for	test	taking
•	 Exams	given	one-on-one
•	 Breaks	allowed	throughout	test
•	 Testing	in	a	room	with	limited	distractions
•	 Allow	exam	to	be	taken	in	2-3	sessions	throughout	the	span	of	a	few	days

What Do 
I need 

During 
Exams?

•	 Extended	time	to	complete	assignments	without	lateness	affecting	grade
•	 Advance	notice	of	assignments
•	 Textbook	available	on	tape
•	 Assistive	technology	available	for	assignments
•	 Working	in	pairs	on	in-class	assignments
•	 Help	with	assignments	during	hospitalization

What Do 
I Need 

Completing 
Assignments?

In General?

•	 Reduced	course	load	(being	a	full	time	student	without	having	to	be	
signed	up	for	the	normally	required	12	credits)

•	 First	choice	for	signing	up	for	classes	to	make	a	less	stressful	schedule
•	 Textbook	given	in	different	format	(on	computer/on	tape)
•	 Incomplete	given	instead	of	failure	if	relapse	occurs
•	 Assistance	with	filling	out	financial	aid/registration	forms
•	 And	more!

If	you	are	having	trouble	with	school	due	to	mental	health,	your	school	 is	obligated	to	provide	extra	supports	and	
services	to	help	you	succeed.	These	supports	and	services	are	called	accommodations	and	they	can	make	a	difference!	
Your		school	may	also	make	some	modifications		to	the	courses	at	your	request.

What Accommodations or Modifications Can I Ask For?

Getting Accommodations at College:
Tools for School

What Do 
I Need 
In the 

Classroom?
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How Do I Get Accommodations?
1.	 Find the disability services center on	your	campus	(typically	called	“disability	services”).	If	there	is	no	

disability	services	center	on	your	campus	you	can	find	out	through	your	school’s	student	support	services	
whom	to	contact.		Set	up	a	meeting	with	someone	there	to	find	out	about	services.	

2.	 Get a signed note	from	your	psychiatrist	or	doctor	that	says	what	mental	health	condition	you	have	(some	
schools	may	require	different	types	of	documentation).	Only	provide	the	minimum	medical	information	that	
the	school	requires	in	order	for	you	to	qualify.	Bring	the	note	to	disability	services.

3.	 Tell the person at disability services	what	accommodations	you	feel	you	need.	You	can	go	to	your	doctor	or	
others	to	get	suggestions	on	what	accommodations	would	work	for	you.

4.	 Decide. Someone	at	disability	services	will	use	the	accommodations	suggested	to	approve	the	services	and	
modifications.	

5.	 Notify teachers.	Depending	on	the	school,	you	or	the	disability	services	staff	will	provide	your	professors	with	
your	accommodation	letter.	The	accommodation	letter	will	not	disclose	your	specific	diagnosis,	but	will	state	
that	you	have	a	disability	that	entitles	you	to	receive	modifications.

6.	 Revise.	You	can	go	back	and	make	changes	to	your	accommodations	at	any	time.	You	may	need	different	
ones	depending	on	the	classes	you	take.

What About Confidentiality?
You	will	have	to	tell	disability	services	about	your	mental	health.	Check	with	them	about	their	privacy	policy	as	
this	varies	by	school,	but	most	will	assure	confidentiality	at	your	request.		Your	teachers	will	know	you	have	a	
documented	disability,	but	that’s	all.		

References:
Souma,	A.,	Rockerson,	N.,	Burgstahler,	S.	(2009).	DO-IT.	Academic	Accommodations	for	Students	with	
Psychiatric	Disabilities	.	Retrieved	January	28,	2011,	from	http://www.washington.edu/doit/Brochures/
Academics/psych.html.

Virginia	Commonwealth	University.	(2009).	Going	to	College.	Getting	Accommodations.	Retrieved	January	
28,	2011,	from	http://www.going-to-college.org/campuslife/accommodations.html.

Canadian	Mental	Health	Association.	(2004).	Your	Education	Your	Future.	Academic	Accommodations.	
Retrieved	January	28,	2011,	from	http://www.cmha.ca/youreducation/accomodations.html.

Center	for	Psychiatric	Rehabilitation.	(n.d.).	What	Accommodations	Support	School	Performance?	Retrieved	
January	28,	2011,	from	http://www.bu.edu/cpr/reasaccom/educa-accom.html.

Visit	Transitions	RTC	online	at	http://labs.umassmed.edu/transitionsRTC
Visit	Voices4Hope	online	at	http://voices4hope.wikispaces.com/

Suggested Citation:	Costa,	A.	(2011).		Getting	Accommodations	at	College:	Tools	for	School.	Tip	Sheet	2.	
Worcester,	MA:		UMMS,	Dept.	of	Psychiatry,	CMHSR,	Transitions	RTC.
This	publication	can	be	made	available	in	alternative	formats	upon	request	through	TransitionsRTC@umassmed.edu

The	contents	of	this	tip	sheet	were	developed	with	funding	from	the	US	Department	of	Education,	National	Institute	on	Disability	and	Rehabilitation	
Research,	and	the	Center	for	Mental	Health	Services,	Substance	Abuse	and	Mental	Health	Services	Administration	(NIDRR	grant	H133B090018).	
Additional	funding	provided	by	UMass	Medical	School’s	Commonwealth	Medicine	division.	The	content	of	this	tip	sheet	does	not	necessarily	reflect	
the	views	of	the	funding	agencies	and	you	should	not	assume	endorsement	by	the	Federal	Government.	

The	Transition	RTC	is	part	of	the	Center	for	Mental	Health	Services	Research,	a	Massachusetts	Department	of	Mental	Health	Research	Center	of	Excellence



My Mental Health Rights on Campus

Can my school discipline me for something I think happened 
because of my mental health condition? It depends...

Transitions RTC                 January 2012Tools for School - Tip Sheet 5 

Are you nervous about attending college if you have a mental health condition? If so, this information will give you 
the knowledge you need to address your rights, rules, and resources while at college.

Can my school require me to take a leave of absence? It depends...

•	 Not if the school is discriminating against you because you have a mental health condition resulting in a 
disability. You are entitled to request a hearing and/or appeal process in most schools if you think you are being 
discriminated against. 

•	 If your behavior violates a school’s code of conduct, their disciplinary action may not be considered discriminatory 
as long as it is consistently applied to all students. Find out about the discipline policy and the disciplinary practice 
(such as “zero tolerance”) in your school.

•	 Having an education accommodation may help prevent behaviors that can get you in trouble. You can get 
an accommodation if you have a documented disability. See the tip sheet on accommodations at http://labs.
umassmed.edu/transitionsRTC/Resources/Publications.html

Disciplining you because of hospitalizations and related absences may be discrimination, and therefore, against the law. Get some legal 
help/advice if you want to appeal a disciplinary action.1

Do not take on your school by yourself! You may need legal help to deal with these issues. You can get more information from the Bazelon 
Center for Mental Health Law: http://www.bazelon.org/ and the National Disability Rights Network (NDRN): www.ndrn.org   

A school may be able to discipline you for disorderly conduct if it’s in their rules, even if the behavior is caused by a mental 
health condition. Every school has different policies and the consequences of your actions may vary so find out the code of 
conduct* at your school. 

•	 A school should not impose a leave of absence simply because you have a record of  a mental health diagnosis. 
A leave should only be imposed after an individualized assessment has been made to determine that the school 
considers you to be at risk of harming yourself or others. 

•	 The school should also provide you with the same withdrawal arrangements as if you were leaving due to 
physical health reasons. Check your schools’ policies. 

•	 If the school tries to make you leave involuntarily, due to your mental 
health condition, it should give you “due process protections.” You can 
also file a complaint with the disability compliance officer and/or the 
civil rights office. See what your schools’ policies are regarding appeals. 

* Codes of conduct may also be called “Expectations of Students” or “Conduct Requirements.”

Due process protections include notifying the 
student of the action the school is considering 
and an explanation of why the school believes 
that such an action is necessary. The student 
and his or her representative should have an 
opportunity to respond and provide relevant 
information. 



Adapted from: Your Mind. Your Rights. Campus Mental Health: Know Your Rights. A guide for students who 
want to seek help for mental illness or emotional distress. 
http://www.bazelon.org/Portals/0/pdf/YourMind-YourRights.pdf 
1. www.bazelon.org; http://www.dlc-ma.org/contact.html; http://www.disabilitylawcenter.org/ 

Visit Transitions RTC online at http://labs.umassmed.edu/transitionsRTC
Recommended citation: Smith, L. M., Ackerman, N., & Costa, A. (2011). My Mental Health Rights on Campus. 
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This publication can be made available in alternative formats upon request through TransitionsRTC@umassmed.edu

The contents of this tip sheet were developed with funding from the US Department of Education, National Institute on Disability & Rehabilitation 
Research, and the Center for Mental Health Services, Substance Abuse & Mental Health Services Administration (NIDRR grant H133B090018). 
Additional funding provided by UMass Medical School’s Commonwealth Medicine division. The content of this tip sheet does not necessarily reflect the 
views of the funding agencies and you should not assume endorsement by the Federal Government. 

What are my privacy rights in dealing with mental 
health professionals on or off campus?

How do I get help for my mental health condition on my college campus?

•	 Most college counseling centers can provide free therapy visits. Check your school’s website.

•	 If you are calling your college counseling center and it is an emergency, please let the receptionist know right 
away so that they can take appropriate action, which may include helping to get you an immediate appointment. 

•	 If you are in crisis and need immediate help: call 911, go to the nearest hospital emergency room, or call the 
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline at 1-800-273-TALK - available 24 hours a day.

•	 Try ULifeline; this is an online college resource that provides information about mental health issues and 
professional resources on and around many campuses:  www.ulifeline.org.

•	 See if there is a chapter of Active Minds in or near your school. Active Minds is a student-run organization 
dedicated to raising mental health awareness and decreasing stigma among college students: http://www.
activeminds.org/. 

•	 All mental health professionals are legally required to keep what you say during therapy sessions confidential 
unless you authorize the release of information. The only exception to this is if they are concerned for your 
safety or the safety of others.

•	 Most school counseling centers will not release your medical information without your written authorization. 
Ask your counseling center about their policy on confidentiality.

•	 In most circumstances, you cannot be forced or ordered to take 
medication. However, schools may say that you need medication 
to comply with rules of conduct or to come back to campus. If you 
disagree, explain why and propose alternatives.  

Can I be forced to take medication?

The Transition RTC is part of the Center for Mental Health Services Research, a Massachusetts Department of Mental Health Research Center of Excellence



Some basics about the Americans 
With Disabilities Act (ADA) and 
disclosure

Questions to ask yourself to guide you 
in deciding if and when to disclose, 
and how to talk about your mental 
health disabilities

►► The►ADA►protects►the►rights►of►people►with►
disabilities►in►employment►settings.►

►► If►you►are►a►person►who►has►been►diagnosed►
with►a►mental►health►condition,►you►will►be►
covered►under►the►ADA►when►you►apply►for►a►
job►and►when►you►go►to►work.►

►► Under►the►ADA►it►is►illegal►for►a►business►to►ask►
job►applicants►if►they►have►a►disability.

►► It►is►your►decision►whether►or►not►you►disclose►
that►you►have►a►disability►to►a►potential►
employer.►

►► If►you►do►disclose►during►the►interview►it►is►
against►the►law►(ADA)►for►an►employer►to►not►
offer►you►the►job►if►you►are►the►most►qualified►
applicant.►

►► If►you►decide►not►to►disclose►during►the►
interview,►but►do►so►after►you►are►offered►the►
job►in►order►to►obtain►accommodations,►it►is►
against►the►law►for►an►employer►to►withdraw►
the►job►offer.

►► Businesses►must►provide►“reasonable”►accom-
modations►to►employees►with►disabilities.►

►➊ Are►you►more►than►about►22-25►years►of►age►with►
a►large►gap►in►your►employment►history►which►
can’t►be►explained►by►having►spent►most►of►your►
time►since►high►school►in►college►or►a►vocational►
training►program?►

►➋ If►you►are►hired►by►the►business,►will►you►probably►
need►accommodations?

►➌ Will►your►mental►health►challenges►likely►be►
apparent►during►a►job►interview?►

►➍ Does►the►employer►probably►already►know►that►
you►have►a►mental►health►challenge►because►
you►live►in►a►very►small►town►where►most►people►
know►each►other►well►or►because►a►staff►person►
from►an►agency►that►serves►people►with►mental►
health►disabilities►has►assisted►you►to►obtain►the►
interview►with►the►business?

YES NO

YES

YES

YES

NO

NO

NO

Chris is 18 years old and is planning to begin 
applying for summer jobs. He was recently 
diagnosed with a mental health disability. 

Should►he►tell►the►businesses►where►he►
applies►that►he►has►this►condition?

Jan is 28 years old and wishes to begin 
applying for jobs. Because of her mental 
health issues, she has not been able to work 
for many years. 

Should►she►tell►the►businesses►where►she►
applies►that►she►has►this►condition?
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Depending On How You Answered The Questions, 
Here Are Some Things To Think About Regarding 
Whether Or Not You Will Disclose And When

If you answer NO to All Four of the questions: 
►
You►probably►should not disclose►your►disability►during►the►interview.►By►not►disclosing►
during►the►interview►you►can►avoid►the►possibility►that►you►will►not►be►hired►because►
you►have►a►disability.►Many►employers►have►positive►attitudes►about►hiring►people►with►
disabilities,►but►there►are►still►some►who►doubt►the►ability►of►people►with►disabilities►to►
work,►particularly►people►with►mental►health►conditions.►If►you►are►truly►the►most►qualified►
applicant►for►a►job,►the►ADA►requires►that►the►employer►offer►it►to►you.►However,►being►the►
most►qualified►among►many►applicants►is►hard►to►prove,►particularly►for►the►types►of►jobs►
that►youth►and►young►adults►typically►apply►for.►

If you answer YES to question #1 because you have a large 
gap in your work history, but NO to the other questions: 
►
You►may decide to not disclose►during►an►interview.►However,►you►should►be►prepared►to►
explain►your►work►history►gap►in►such►a►way►that►you►don’t►disclose►your►disability.►If►you►
have►been►in►school,►your►resume►will►show►this.►If►you►haven’t►been►in►school►and►you’re►
in►your►mid-►to►late-20’s,►you►might►say►something►like,►“I►have►had►some►personal►issues►
I►needed►to►deal►with.►I►have►taken►care►of►them,►and►I►am►now►ready►to►go►to►work.”►
Legally,►employers►should►not►ask►you►to►explain►the►personal►issues.►

If you answer YES to question #2 because you may need 
accommodations in order to be successful in the job, but NO to 
the other questions: 
►
It►probably►is best to not disclose,►again,►in►order►to►avoid►the►possibility►of►not►being►
offered►the►job►because►you►have►a►disability.►On►the►other►hand,►by►indicating►during►an►
interview►that►you►may►need►accommodations►because►you►have►a►disability,►you►will►find►
out►how►the►employer►reacts►to►this►information.►Your►work►should►help►promote►your►
recovery►and►one►key►to►this►occurring►is►to►work►for►a►supportive►employer.►
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There is no right or wrong answer to the question of whether or not 
to disclose a mental health disability, and if so, when. You will need to 
decide what the right answer is for you.

If you answer YES to question #4 because lots of people in your 
small town may know you and that you experience disability or 
because a staff person at a program where you receive mental 
health services has spoken with the employer about giving you 
an interview:
►
Your►disability►has already been disclosed.►You►will►need►to►think►about►how►you►will►
talk►about►it►in►the►interview.►It►is►best►to►not►avoid►discussing►it,►but►to►do►so►in►a►
straightforward►and►positive►way.

If you answer YES to question #3 because your mental health 
issues may be apparent during an interview:
►
You may consider disclosing. Of►course,►you►will►not►want►to►go►to►an►interview►if►you►
are►having►significant►symptoms►related►to►your►mental►health►challenges.►On►the►other►
hand,►even►when►feeling►well►some►people►may►have►side-effects►from►their►medications.►
For►example,►a►medication►side►effect►that►is►not►uncommon►is►shaky►hands.►However,►
many►job►applicants►who►do►not►experience►a►disability►or►take►medications►have►shaky►
hands►caused►by►nervousness►during►interviews.►If►you►think►that►whatever►symptom►
or►symptoms►you►have►will►be►very►obvious►during►a►job►interview,►the►interviewer►may►
wonder►about►the►cause.►If►you►don’t►offer►an►explanation►the►employer►will►have►to►guess►
the►cause►and►may►guess►wrong►(for►example,►you►are►taking►illegal►drugs)►and►may►not►
offer►you►the►job►for►this►reason.►By►disclosing►in►a►positive►way,►and►telling►the►interviewer►
that►you►are►ready,►able,►and►eager►to►do►the►job,►many►employers►will►respect►your►
honesty►and►be►willing►to►give►you►a►chance►at►the►job.►You►may►decide►to►disclose►that►
you►have►a►“health”►issue;►you►may►decide►to►be►more►specific►by►saying►that►you►have►
a►“mental►health”►issue,►or►you►may►disclose►the►specific►disability►that►you►experience.►
Which►way►you►go►will►depend►on►the►symptoms►that►you►have►and►how►apparent►they►will►
be►in►an►interview.►For►example,►a►person►who►because►of►experiencing►Tourette►Syndrome►
may►blurt►out►inappropriate►words►or►sounds►during►an►interview,►probably►will►want►to►
disclose►his►or►her►disability►fairly►early►on►in►the►interview,►if►not►before►the►interview.►
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I►have►a►mental►health►condition►
which►I►am►able►to►manage►very►
well►with►some►simple►strategies,►
such►as►taking►short►breaks►of►about►
10►minutes►every►90►minutes►or►so,►
which►is►an►accommodation►that►I►
would►ask►for.►It►also►helps►me►if►I►
have►a►place►to►work►with►plenty►of►
light.►I►have►a►small►light►box►that►I►
can►bring►with►me►to►work►and►set►
up►at►my►desk.►I►am►very►motivated►
and►committed►to►working►and►
being►a►productive►member►of►your►
team,►and►I►am►confident►that►I►can►
do►a►great►job.

A s►suggested►previously,►for►most►people,►it►
probably►is►best►to►not►disclose►during►an►

interview,►but►to►do►so,►if►accommodations►will►be►
needed,►after►the►job►has►been►offered.►

If►you►do►decide►to►disclose►your►disability,►think►
carefully►about►what►you►want►to►say,►and►of►course►
when►you►will►say►it.►Only►share►information►that►
is►relevant►to►the►job►setting►and►job.►For►example,►
you►shouldn’t►share►information►about►the►history►
of►your►mental►health►challenges,►such►as►when►
you►were►first►diagnosed►and►how►many►times►you►
have►been►hospitalized;►this►information►is►not►
relevant.►The►focus►of►the►information►should►be►on►
the►accommodations►that►you►will►need►because►of►
specific►challenges►caused►by►the►disability,►rather►
than►on►the►disability►itself.

The►box►on►the►right►provides►one►example►of►what►
someone►might►say►to►let►an►employer►know►that►
she►or►he►will►need►accommodations►because►of►a►
mental►health►condition.►The►explanation►is►upbeat►
and►positive,►and►tells►the►employer►that►the►person►
will►need►specific,►but►simple►accommodations►and►
that►the►person►knows►and►uses►his►or►her►own►
coping►strategies.►

“

What To Say When Disclosing A Mental Health 
Disability And Asking For Accommodations

Project► funded► by► National► Institute► of►
Disability► and► Rehabilitation► Research,►
United►States►Department►of►Education,►
and►the►Center►for►Mental►Health►Servic-
es► Substance►Abuse► and►Mental► Health►
Services► Administration,► United► States►
Department► of► Health► and► Human► Ser-
vices►(NIDRR►grant►H133B090019).
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For► more► information,► please►
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sowersj@pdx.edu
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Web Site Resources for Parents and Case Managers 
 

 
 
Customized Employment 
http://www.dol.gov/odep/topics/CustomizedEmployment.htm 
The Office of Disability Employment Policy provides descriptions of and videos about 
Customized Employment and the steps to negotiate it. 
 
Erika’s Lighthouse 
http://erikaslighthouse.org/ 
The organization’s mission is to shed light on adolescent depression through understanding, 
early identification, education and most of all, stigma busting.  The site includes a “What I Wish 
You Knew” video by teens for parents and the “Red Flags” program for educators. 
 
Got Transition? National Health Care Transition Center  
http://www.gottransition.org/families‐information 
This part of the Got Transition website is place for families to find and share transition 
information. 
 
Montana Parent's Handbook on Transition: Adult Living 
http://www.pluk.org/Pubs/PLUK_Transition_Adult_04_2008.pdf 
To help you understand what the adult‐living transition is all about, this guide provides answers 
to questions that parents and young adults with disabilities frequently ask. Knowing what to 
expect during the transition to adult life will help you and your teenager adjust as smoothly as 
possible to the changes that adult living will bring. 
 
Moving On 
http://www.bazelon.org/News‐
Publications/Publications/CategoryID/22/List/1/Level/a/ProductID/8.aspx?SortField=ProductNu
mber%2cProductNumber 
This is a collection of fact sheets on 56 programs, run by 20 or more different agencies in nine 
departments of the federal government. Each offers information about the program’s purpose, 
services and funded activities, the administering federal agency, grantee and beneficiary 
eligibility, and a brief assessment of the program’s impact. 
 
National Center for Mental Health and Juvenile Justice 
http://www.ncmhjj.com/default.shtml 
The National Center for Mental Health and Juvenile Justice was founded in 2001 to promote 
awareness of the mental health needs of youth in contact with the juvenile justice system, and 
to help the field develop improved policies and practices to respond to these youth based on 
the best available research and practice. 
 

http://www.dol.gov/odep/topics/CustomizedEmployment.htm
http://erikaslighthouse.org/
http://www.gottransition.org/families%E2%80%90information
http://www.pluk.org/Pubs/PLUK_Transition_Adult_04_2008.pdf
http://www.bazelon.org/News%E2%80%90
Mary
Cross-Out
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National Center on Education, Disability and Juvenile Justice 
http://www.edjj.org/focus/TransitionAfterCare/transition.html 
EDJJ focuses on assisting practitioners, policymakers, researchers and advocates to identify and 
implement effective school‐based delinquency prevention programs, education and special 
education services in juvenile correctional facilities, and transition supports for youth re‐
entering their schools and communities from secure care settings.  
 
National Institute of Mental Health  
http://www.nimh.nih.gov/index.shtml 
This web site features a wealth of mental health resources including fact sheets, books, 
brochures, videos and more.  
 
Paving the Way: Meeting Transition Needs of Young People with Developmental Disabilities 
and Serious Mental Health Conditions   
http://www.pathwaysrtc.pdx.edu/pdf/pbPavingTheWayMonograph.pdf  
This document summarizes a number of programs and best practices for serving young adults 
with dual disabilities. 
 
Ready, Set, Fly: A Parent's Guide to Teaching Life Skills   
http://www.caseylifeskills.org/pages/res/rsf%5CRSF.pdf  
The guide covers such topics as money management, social skills, nutrition, self‐care, work 
skills, housing and transportation, community resources, and learning about candidates in 
elections. This guide will help families help their young adults gain the skills they need to live as 
independently and as well as possible. 
 
Serving the Employment Needs of Justice‐Involved Juveniles and Adults: A Primer for 
Treatment and Recovery Support Service Providers 
http://tacesoutheast.org/webinars/2012/011212/docs/ac011212_doc2.pdf 
The guide was developed by the Legal Action Center to provide Center for Substance Abuse 
Treatment/Center for Mental Health Services grantees and their sub‐recipient contractors a 
basic understanding of federal and state laws that directly affect individuals in recovery who 
have a criminal history. Additionally, the guide provides information about legal and practical 
challenges that may hinder employment, training, and educational opportunities for people 
with criminal records. But more importantly, it offers best practices that service providers may 
utilize to successfully connect justice‐involved juveniles and adults to employment and 
educational opportunities while in recovery. 
 
Skills to Pay the Bills: Mastering Soft Skills for Workplace Success 
http://www.dol.gov/odep/topics/youth/softskills/ 
This curriculum is targeted for youth ages 14 to 21 in both in‐school and out‐of‐school 
environments. It includes hands‐on activities to engage young adults. 
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Strengths‐Based Care & Recovery 
http://www.patdeegan.com/blog/posts/strengths‐based‐care‐recovery 
Patricia Deegan blogs about the importance of focusing on strengths, dreams, hopes and 
aspirations when working with people who have mental health‐related disabilities.  
 
Supporting Youth in Transition to Adulthood: Lessons Learned from Child Welfare and 
Juvenile Justice 
http://cjjr.georgetown.edu/pdfs/TransitionPaperFinal.pdf 
This paper discusses the successes and challenges that juvenile justice and child welfare 
agencies face in preparing the youth they serve for a successful adulthood. The paper describes 
assessment, case management, and other practices implemented in either system that have 
shown promise in improving outcomes for the transition‐age population. It also highlights 
organizational and legislative changes that have positioned these agencies to provide effective, 
individualized, and developmentally appropriate services to older youth and their families. 
 
The 411 on Disability Disclosure: A Workbook for Families, Educators, Youth Service 
Professionals, and Adult Allies Who Care About Youth with Disabilities 
http://www.ncwd‐youth.info/411‐on‐disability‐disclosure‐for‐adults 
This workbook guides adults through teaching young people with disabilities about their rights 
and responsibilities with respect to disability disclosure. 
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